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ABSTRACT 
Matrices of the form [C V] consisting of a generalized Cauchy matrix and a 
generalized Vandermonde matrix are considered. Using the displacement s ructure of 
these matrices, inversion formulas and criteria are presented. The interpretation of
linear systems with such a coefficient matrix as tangential interpolation problems leads 
to the concept of fundamental matrix, which is basic in this approach. For fundamen- 
tal matrices recursion formulas are established. From them, fast inversion algorithms 
emerge that work for arbitrary nonsingular matrices of this kind. © 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout he paper let c = (ci) ~ ~ C p and d = (dj) q ~ C q be fixed 
tuples of complex numbers,  and Z = co l (z [ ) i  ° ~ C pxr and Y = col( yf)q~ 
C q×r be fixed matrices. We assume that c i 4: dj for all i and j .  Furthermore,  
we assume that r is small compared with p or q. We associate the quadruple 
A = (c, d, Z ,Y )  with the p × q matrix 
1 ]P q 
c = C(A)  . . . .  
c, a, 'Ix=,,=, 
(1.1) 
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The matrix C will be called the (generalized) Cauchy matrix corresponding 
to the data A = (c, d, Z, Y). 
In the special case r = 1, zi = yj = 1 we get just the Cauchy matrix (or 
generalized Hilbert matrix) in the classical sense, which occurs in many fields. 
In the case r= 2 and z~ = [~i -1]  T, Yj = [1 ~]T (~:i, r/j ~ C) we get 
L6wner matrices, which play an important role in rational interpolation [5, 7, 
271. 
Generalized Cauchy matrices appear in rational matricial interpolation 
problems. Moreover, as is shown in [15], [16], [11], and [3], many types of 
structured matrices, such as block Toeplitz, Hankel, and Toeplitz-plus-Hankel 
matrices and more general Toeplitz-like matrices as well, can be transformed 
with the help of simple and well-conditioned transformations, amely discrete 
Fourier and various real trigonometric transformations (sine, cosine, Hartley), 
into generalized Cauchy matrices. The transformations may be useful in the 
connection with the construction of stable inversion algorithms for Toeplitz 
and related matrices. In fact, the class of generalized Canchy matrices has the 
advantage, compared with the class of Toeplitz matrices, that it is invariant 
under perturbation of columns and rows. Thus pivoting techniques can be 
applied. 
Fast inversion algorithms for generalized Cauchy matrices were presented 
in [19, 9, 10, 15, 13, 22] and other papers. All these algorithms can be applied 
in their original form only for strongly nonsingular matrices, i.e. if all 
principal submatrices of C are nonsingular. This disadvantage can be over- 
come by rearranging columns or rows. Which rows or columns have to be 
permuted will be clear during the computational process. 
In the present paper we show that inversion algorithms can also be 
constructed without changing the order of columns and rows. This may be 
necessary if not all data are known in advance. For this it is necessary to make 
a refined analysis of the matrices. In this connection one has also to consider 
singular generalized Cauchy matrices. Furthermore, it turns out to be conve- 
nient and to extend the class of matrices under consideration to the class of 
generalized Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices, which is defined as follows. 
For given c = (ci) ~' ~ C P, we denote by D(c) the diagonal matrix 
D(c) = diag(c,) p ~ C p×p, 
and by Vk(c, Z) the matrices 
Vk(c,Z) = [Z D(c)Z "'" D(c )k - 'Z ]  ~ C p×kr (k = 1,2 . . . .  ). 
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The matrices Vk(c, Z) are the controllability matrices of the pair (D(c), Z). 
We shall call them generalized Vandermonde matrices, since in the simplest 
case r = 1, Z = [1 1 ... 1] T one gets just a classical Vandermonde matrix. 
We associate the data quadruple A = (c, d, Z, Y ) from the above with the 
family of matrices C k = Ck(A) (k = 0, _ 1, _ 2 . . . .  ) consisting of a Cauchy 
and a Vandermonde part and which are defined by 
[c l  C0:=C , C k:= [C Vk(c ,Z) ]  , C k:= Vk(d ,y ) r  , (1.2) 
where k = 1,2 . . . . .  Note that C k ~ C p×(q+kr) for k >/0 and C k 
C (p-kr)Xq for k < 0. 
DEFINITION 1. The matrices C k (k ~ 7/) of the form (1.2) will be called 
(generalized) Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices (or CV matrices, for short) 
corresponding to the data A. 
The following remark is easily checked and important for the sequel. 
REMARK 2. The transpose of the CV matrix C k is given by 
Ck(C, d, Z ,Y )T  = - -C_k(d ,c ,Y ,  Z) .  
Remark 2 tells us that the transpose of a CV matrix is also a CV matrix. 
Furthermore, according to this remark, in many situations it is sufficient o 
consider one of the cases k >/0 or k ~< 0. 
In the scalar case r = 1 the inversion problem for CV matrices was 
considered in the papers [8] and [20] (see also [27, 24]). In the present paper 
we construct inversion algorithms for arbitrary nonsingular CV matrices. 
Our approach is based on two observations. The first one concerns the 
fact that a CV matrix C k satisfies a Sylvester equation C k D 1 - D2C k = R 
with "simple" matrices D 1 and D 2 and right-hand-side R of (low) rank r. In 
other words, CV matrices possess a (D 1, D 2) displacement s ructure. Matri- 
ces with displacement s ructure have been studied by T. Kailath and cowork- 
ers, the author and coworkers, and others (see [22] and [19] and referonces 
therein). An obvious but important feature of matrices with displacement 
structure is that their inverse can be represented with the help of the 
solutions of certain fundamental equations. 
The second observation is that CV systems of equations, in particular the 
fundamental equations, can be interpreted as rational tangential interpolation 
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problems. This leads to the concept of (right and left) fundamental matrices 
corresponding to the data set A, which are rational r x r matrix functions 
with fixed pole characteristics. The concept of a fundamental matrix was 
introduced for block Hankel matrices in [18]. 
A comprehensive treatment of the theory of rational matricial interpola- 
tion problems can be found in the monograph [2]. In this book matrices of 
generalized Canchy and Vandermonde type appear in the description of the 
solutions of interpolation problems, and the relations between Sylvester 
equations and interpolation play an essential role in the theory developed in 
this book. The approach presented in this book reduces the solution of 
interpolation problems to that of the inversion of a structured matrix. Our 
aim is just the converse one: We use the interpolation interpretation i order 
to construct algorithms for structured matrices. 
Note that the connection between Sylvester equations and (so-called 
classical) interpolation problems like the Nevanlinna-Pick problem has al- 
ready been utilized, at least implicitly, in the papers of the Potapov and Krein 
schools dealing with the subject (see [1, 6, 23]) and still earlier in [25]. In 
general, we believe that the utilization of the interplay of interpolation and 
structured matrices will also be fruitful in future research work. 
Note that in rational matrix interpolation more general matrices occur 
than we consider in this paper. The matrices (1.1) we are dealing with 
correspond to interpolation with rational functions possessing only first order 
poles that are different from their zeros (eigenvalues). 
The paper is built as follows. In Section 2 we describe the displacement 
structure of CV matrices and present formulas for the inverse matrix involv- 
ing solutions of fundamental equations. Section 3 is dedicated to the interpo- 
lational interpretation of linear systems of equations with a CV coefficient 
matrix. The interpretation of the fundamental equations leads to the concepts 
of left and right fundamental matrices for nonsingular CV matrices. This 
concept will be generalized to arbitrary CV matrices in Section 4. For this we 
investigate the keruel structure of the matrices in the family {Ck: k = 0, 
_ 1, + 2 . . . .  }. In Section 5 we describe and discuss recursions for the 
fundamental matrices. This leads to fast algorithms for the evaluation of the 
inverse of a CV matrix. Mainly we will present algorithms of Levinson type, 
but we also discuss Schur type algorithms, which are more convenient for 
parallel computation and have, as a rule, better stability properties. 
Note that the recursion formulas become more complicated if the matrix 
contains a Vandermonde part. Therefore, for practical inversion of general- 
ized Cauchy matrices it is more efficient o apply the algorithms for strongly 
nonsingular generalized Cauchy matrices together with a pivoting technique. 
The present paper is to be understood as contribution to the algebraic theory 
of structured matrices rather than a contribution to numerical linear algebra. 
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In Section 6 we describe a class of matrices with a more general 
Vandermonde part. The consideration of this more general class is motivated, 
for example, in connection with the Moore-Penrose inversion of generalized 
Cauchy matrices. In fact, the familiar extension approach for these matrices 
leads, together with the kernel structure properties described in Section 4, 
just to CV matrices in the more general sense. It turns out that all results and 
algorithms can be generalized in a straightforward manner to the more 
general class. 
2. DISPLACEMENT STRUCTURE AND INVERSION FORMULA 
In this section we show first that CV matrices C m possess a displacement 
structure. This fact will then be utilized in order to construct a formula for 
the inverse matrix. We consider first the case m = 0. The following is easily 
checked. 
PROPOSITION 3. The Cauchy matrix C defined by (1.1) is a solution of 
the Sylvester equation 
D(c )C  - CD(d)  = ZY r (2.1) 
Now we consider the case k > 0. We introduce the block columns 
[Zr 0 "'" ol  and [o ... o 
where I~ is the r X r identity matrix. The number and size of the zero 
matrices appearing here differs from case to case, but will be clear from the 
context. I~t  S k denote the matrix of the blockwise forward shift operator 
I~ 0 
S k :=  . . • . k b locks .  
0 I r 0 
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[ D(,~) 0 ] 
o~(,t,r) = [r~_r~ s~]" (2.2) 
PROPOSITION 4. 
the Sylvester equation 
O(e)Ck  - CkOk(d, r )  = D(e)~ZE~.  
Proof. We have 
D(c)Ck - Ck Dk(a,  r )  
= [D(c )C  - CD(d)  - Vk(c, Z )E_Y  r 
The CV matrix C k defined by (1.2) with k > 0 satisfies 
Since 
and 
D(c)Vk(c,  Z)  - Vk(c, Z)Sk].  
D(c)Vk(c,  Z) - Vk(c, Z )S  k = D(e)kZE+T, 
the assertion follows immediately. • 
Analogously the following is true. 
PROPOSITION 5. The CV matrix C k defined by (1.2) with k < 0 satisfies 
the Sylvester equation 
O~_~(c, Z)C~ - C~D(d)  = E+r~D(d)k .  
Now we consider nonsingular CV matrices C m. In this case we have 
p = q + mr. The problem of invertibility will be postponed to the end of this 
section. We show that the inverses of these matrices are almost of the same 
type and can be represented with the help of the solutions of certain 
(2.3) 
V~(c, Z)E_YT  = Z'r ~ = U(c )C  - CO(d)  
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fundamental equations. Again we distinguish the eases m = 0, m > 0, and 
m < 0. The case m = 0 is well known (see e.g. [2, 15]). For  completeness let 
us recall it once again. 
THEOREM 6. Let C be a nonsingular Cauchy matrix (1.1), and let 
X = co l (x f ) i  °, W = col(w~r)i ° be the solutions of the equations 
CX = Z, 
Then the inverse of C is given by 
wrc  = YL  (2.4) 
T P =-[ x ,wj ] (2.5) 
[d ,  - cjj~ 
Proof. 
plies (2.5). 
Next we consider the case m > 0. 
THEOREM 7. Let C m be a nonsingular CV matrix, m > O, and let 1 
] co l (x ; )~)  and W eol(w~r)7, X ~ q+m ~- (2.6) 
eol( xj)q+ l
where wj, x i ~ C r (i = 1 . . . . .  p, j --- 1 . . . . .  q) 
1 . . . . .  q + m), be the solutions of the equations 
CruX = n(c )mz and WTCm = E T , (2.7) 
respectively. Then the inverse C m 1 is given by 
Cml = [ -lqO HO ] C -m(d 'c 'X 'W) '  (2.8) 
F rom (2.1) emerges D(c)C -x - C-1D(c) = -XW r. This ira- 
and xj ~ C r×r ( j=q  + 
1 Here col(aj)~ denotes the column with entries aj (j = 1 ..... q). 
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where H denotes the block Hankel matrix 
H = 
-- X 2 . . . .  X m I r ] .  
l -- X m 
I r 0 
Proof. From (2.3) we conclude 
Vm( d, Y )C2 ~ - C~D(c)  = -xwL  (2.9) 
Let C21 be partitioned in the form 
where B' has size q × p. Then D(d)B '  - B 'D(c )  = -X 'W r, where X' = 
col(xy)lq. This implies 
T ]q P 
B' = - x~ wj 
/ d, - cj J~=~j=l 
(2.10) 
Furthermore, we have according to (2.9) 
E_yrB  ' + StuB" - B"D(c )  = -X"W r, (2.11) 
where X" = col(Xj)~". We introduce the block columns 
Ek := [0 ... 0 Ir 0 --. 0] r ,  
:= EkB . where the identity matrix I r stands at the k th block position, and B k r ,, 
Then (2.11) gives us Bk_ 1 = BkD(c)  - XkW r. Taking B m = W r into ac- 
count, this recursion leads to 
B" = HVm(c,  W)  r. (2.12) 
Combining (2.12) and (2.10), we obtain (2.8). • 
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Note that the case of a pure block Vandermonde matrix is implicitly 
contained in [12]. The formula for the inverse of a scalar Vandermonde 
matrix was first mentioned, as far as we know, in [26] (see also [14]). The 
scalar Cauchy-Vandermonde case was presented in [8]. 
The case m < 0 can be treated by employing Remark 2. We refrain to 
formulate the corresponding theorem explicitly. 
DEFINITION 8. The equations (2.4) and (2.7) are called fundamental 
equations for C and C m, respectively. 
Now we discuss the problem of invertibility. Recall that the pair (D(c), Z) 
is said to be controllable if and only if the Vandennonde matrix Vk(c, Z) has 
full rank for sufficiently large k. 
THEOREM 9. Assume that m > O. 
(1) I f  the equation 
CruX = D(c)mZ 
is solvable and the pair (D(c), Z) is controllable, then C,, 
rank. 
(2) I f  the equation 
(2.13) 
has full column 
Hence 
is solvable and the pair ( D( d), Y ) is' controllable, then C m has full row rank. 
In particular, C,, is nonsingular if and only if p = q + mr one of the 
equations (2.13) or (2.14) is solvable and the corresponding pair ( D(c), Z) 
or ( D( d), Y) is controllable. 
Proof. Suppose that m > 0. Then (2.3) implies 
+ = D(e)Cm. 
Cm[Dm(d,Y) + XEr+]kX = D(c)kZ 
WrC,,, = Er+ (2.14) 
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for k = 0, 1 . . . . .  This implies that the range of C,n contains in the range of 
Vk(c, Z) for arbitrary k. Since by assumption Vk(c , Z) has full range for 
sufficiently large k, the matrix C m has full range. That means C m has full 
column rank. 
Now we prove the second assertion. From relation (2.3) we get 
C Dm(a,r) = [D(c) - D( ) ZWqCm. 
Hence 
ET+Dm(d,y) k = WT[D(c )  -- D(e) "ZWr]kCm.  
for k = 0, 1 . . . . .  That means that the transposed last r rows of the matrix 
Dm(d ' y)k belong to the range of the matrix Cm r. Choosing successively 
k = 0 . . . . .  m - 1 the last r rows of Din(d, y)k will run overall unit vectors 
e~ for i = q + 1 . . . . .  q + mr. For k >1 m the last r rows are given by 
[rTD(d) k-m 0]. 
The first parts of the rows of these matrices run over all rows of V k_ re(d, Y )T. 
By assumption, these rows form a complete system in C q. Hence they form, 
together with the unit vectors eri (i =q  + 1 . . . . .  q + mr), a complete 
system in C p ( p = q + mr). Consequently C ,, has full row rank. • 
The case m < 0 can be regarded analogously. The corresponding theo- 
rem is easily formulated if one takes Remark 2 into account. The case m = 0 
has been already considered in [15]. It is slightly different o Theorem 9 in its 
formulation, but the proof follows the same arguments. For completeness we 
formulate the corresponding theorem. 
THEOREM 10. Let C be given by (1.1). I f  the equation CX = Z is 
solvable and (D(c), Z) is controllable, then C has full column rank; if  the 
equation WrC = yr  is solvable and (D(d), Y )  is controllable, then C has 
full row rank. In particular, C is nonsingular if C is square and one of the 
equations is solvable and the corresponding pair is controllable. 
We finish this section with an observation that is important for us. 
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REMARK 11. The fundamental equation (2.13) is equivalent to the 
homogeneous equation 
-X  
Cm+l[ ir ] =0.  (2.15) 
The fundamental equation (2.14) is equivalent to the homogeneous equation 
W rC m_ 1 = 0 (2.16) 
together with the normalization condition W TD(C)m-1Z = I r. 
3. INTERPOLATION INTERPRETATION AND FUNDAMENTAL 
MATRICES (NONSINGULAR CASE) 
To begin with we give an interpolation interpretation of linear systems of 
equations 
= n (3 .1 )  
with a CV coefficient matrix C m and given vector r /~  C P. 
First we consider the case m ~> 0. Suppose that 71 = (~Ti)i ° and ~ = 
(~j)i °+m, where 7 h ~ C, scj ~ C for j = 1, . . . ,  p and ~ ~ C r for j = p + 
1 . . . . .  r. We introduce rational vector functions with fixed pole characteristics 
q ~J ~ ~j+qt~. j-1 . (3.2) 
f (A )  = E A - -d ig ,  + j= l  j= l  
Then the following is easily checked. 
PROPOSITION 12. Assume that m >t O. The vector ~ is a solution of the 
system (3.1) if and only if the vector function f (  A) defined by (3.2) meets the 
interpolation conditions 
z[f(c,)  = ~1 r (i = 1 . . . . .  p).  (3.3) 
The problem (3.3) is a special case of a tangential (or directional) 
interpolation problem (see [2]). Now we consider Equation (3.1) for the case 
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m < 0. Suppose that 7 /= (~7~)~ °+", where ~7i ~ C for i=  1 . . . . .  p and 
'17 (~ C r for i = p + 1 . . . . .  p + m. Let f ( ) t )  be a rational vector function of 
the form 
q 
f ( )~) = E - dj yj" (3.4) 
j= l  A 
Let us agree upon the following notation. I f  6()t) is a rational vector function 
and 
6(x)  = E 6i x' 
i 
its Laurent series expansion at infinity, then we denote 
(6 ) ,  := 6,. (3.5) 
Now we can state the analogue of Proposition 12. 
PROPOSITION 13. Assume that m < O. The vector ~ is a solution of the 
system (3.1) /f  and only i f  the vector function defined by (3.4) meets the 
interpolation conditions (3.3) and, in addition, 
( f )p_~ = ~ (i = p + 1 . . . . .  p + m) .  (3.6) 
We assume now that C m is nonsingular and show that the fundamental 
equations (2.7) and (2.4) can be interpreted as homogeneous tangential 
interpolation problems. This leads to the concept of fundamental matrix 
function for nonsingular CV matrices. This concept will be generalized in the 
next section to arbitrary CV matrices. In view of the Remark 2 we may 
restrict ourselves to the case m >/0. 
We consider rational r × r matrix functions 
q+m q 1 
• (~) = AmIr -- E xj~ j-1 -- E y~xf, (3.7) 
j= l  j= l  A -- dj 
where xj ~ C r for j = 1 . . . . .  q and xj ~ C "x" for j = q + 1 . . . . .  q + m. 
The following can be checked immediately. 
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PROPOSITION 14. Assume that m >10. If X is a solution of the funda- 
mental equation (2.13) and given by (2.6), then the matrix function (P(A) 
defined by (3.7) meets the interpolation conditions 
z / '¢ (e , )  = 0 ( i  = 1 . . . . .  p ) .  (3 .s)  
Vice versa, if dP(A) is a matrix function of the form (3.7) satisfying (3.8), 
then the corresponding block vector X defined by (2.6) solves the fundamental 
equations (2.13). 
DEFINITION 15. The matrix function dP(A) will be referred to as the 
(canonical) right fundamental matrix corresponding to the (nonsingular) 
matrix C m or to the data (c, d, Z, Y). 
Next we introduce the concept of a left fundamental matrix corresponding 
to C, ,  which is related to the solution W. In contrast with X, for W we have 
to distinguish the cases m = 0 and m > 0. Let us start with the case m = 0. 
We introduce the r × r matrix function 
P 1 
* (X)  = I  r+ E ~w,z ,  ~. (3.9) 
i=1 k - -c~ 
The following proposition is easily checked and well known. We formulate 
it for the sake of completeness. 
PROPOSITION 16. Suppose that C is a nonsingular matrix given by (1.1). 
If W is the solution of the first equation of (2.4), then the matrix function 
~( )t) defined by (3.9) meets the interpolation conditions 
• (dj)yj--O ( j=  ~ ... . .  q). (3.1o) 
Vice versa, if ~( i )  is of the form (3.9) and satisfies (3.10), then the block 
vector W of the coeTCficients w~ solves the second equation of (2.4). 
Now we consider the case m > 0. In the case ~(A) has the form 
P 1 
- -w~z r. (3.11) . (x )  = E ~-c~ 
i=1 
As a consequence of Proposition 13 and Remark 11 we obtain the following. 
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PROPOSITION 17. I f  W is a solution of the second of the equations (2.7), 
W = col(wr)~, then the matrix function ~(2t) defined by (3.11) meets the 
interpolation conditions (3.10) and, in addition, 
(q ,b  = 0 ( j=- i  . . . . .  l -m) ,  (q ' )_m = It. (3.12) 
Vice versa, if xlt()O of the form (3.11) satisfies (3.10) and (3.12), then 
W = col(wS)~ solves the second of the equations (2.7). 
DEFINITION 18. The matrix function ~(~) will be called the (canonical) 
left fundamental matr/x~corresponding to the nonsingular matrix C m or to the 
data (c, d, Z, Y). 
4. KERNEL STRUCTURE AND FUNDAMENTAL MATRICES 
(GENERAL CASE) 
We are going to define the concept of a fundamental matrix for any given 
data (c, d, Z,W) for which the pairs (D(c), Z) and (D(d), Y) are control- 
lable. Throughout this section we make this assumption. 
We introduce some classes of rational vector functions. If k >/0, then "~¢k 
will denote the set of vector functions 
q uj k 
oh(A) = E ~d jy j+ Euj+qAJ-1, (4.1) 
j=l A j=l 
whereu j~Cfor j=  1 . . . . .  qandu j  ~C r fo r j=q+ 1 . . . . .  q+k,  satis- 
fying the interpolation conditions 
zrck(ci) = 0 (i = 1 .. . . .  p). (4.2) 
For k < 0, -~¢k will denote the set of vector functions 
q Uj 
~(x) = E x - dj YJ (4.3) 
j= l  
satisfying (4.2) and (~b)j = 0 (j = - 1 . . . . .  k). 
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Note that the functions from ~k+lk~J~Ck behave like h k as A ~ ~. 
According to Propositions 12 and 13 the subspaces ~ are closely related to 
the kernel of the matrices C k. More precisely, the following is true. 
REMARK 19. The vector function ~b(h) defined by (4.1) or (4.3) belongs 
to ~¢k if and only if the vector u = col(ui)q__+~ ÷r, where k += max{k, 0}, 
belongs to the kernel of the matrix C k. 
The advantage of  the consideration of the function spaces ~¢k rather than 
the kernel spaces of C k is the fact that the inclusion ~¢k __c,~¢k +1 holds for all 
k. Furthermore, A.s¢' k := {hqb(h): ~b ~¢k} ---C--ack+l- 
Let us collect some properties of the spaces s¢ k that can easily be 
verified. 2
PROPOSITION 20. The spaces ~ (k ~ 71) have the following properties: 
(1) ~'k + h'~k m-C--'3~Ck+l" 
(2) Let ~b ~¢k+1;  then dp ~s¢" k if and only if (~)_ k = O. 
(3) ~b belongs to z¢ k if and only if qb and Aqb belong to ~¢k +1. 
(4) ~k+l f~ ~k+l  = ~k"  
Since the matrices C k have full rank for sufficiently large I k l, due to the 
controllability assumptions, we have ~¢k = {0} for sufficiently small k and 
dim~¢ k = kr + q - p for sufficiently large k. For these k the equality 
dim ~¢k+ 1 - dim ~¢k = r holds." We introduce the integers 
ot k := dim z,ck+ 1 - d im~¢ k. 
PROPOSITION 21. The integers a k fulfill the following relations: 
(1) 0 ~< Ol k <~ O~k+ 1 ~< r; 
(2) a k - a k_ 1 = dim ~¢k + 1 - dim('~c'k + hack)- 
Proof. We have 
dim(5~¢' k + A.a¢ k) = 2 dim-~¢k - dim ~¢k f3 Ls¢ k . (4.4) 
2 The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 3 in [18]. 
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Taking (1) and (4) of  Proposition 20 into account, we conclude 
dim 5~'k+ x >/2d im ~'  k - dim sCk_l, 
which means a k/> a k_ 1. The second assertion is an immediate consequence 
of (4.4) and part (4) of Proposition 20. • 
We introduce nonnegative integers v k defined by 
/2k :~  O/k - -  Otk -1"  
Since a k = r for sufficiently large k and ot k = 0 for sufficiently small k, we 
have 
~] u k = r. (4.5) 
kEZ 
Suppose that u k > 0. Then there are u k vector functions qbki ~sack+ 1 (i = 
1 . . . . .  vk) such that 
~¢'k +, = (5agk + A'ack ) ~ lin{ ~bk,: i = 1 . . . . .  u k }, (4.6) 
where • denotes the direct sum. In that way we get a system of r vector 
functions. 
DEFINITION 22. A system of r vector functions satisfying (4.6) for all k 
for which u k > 0 is called a right fundamental system corresponding to the 
data A. An r × r matrix function the columns of which form a right 
fundamental system is said to be a right fundamental matrix. I f  u k > 0, then 
k will be called characteristic degree of A with multiplicity v k. 
Counting multiplicities, there are exactly r characteristic degrees of A. 
The characteristic degrees k i (i = 1 . . . . .  r) are related to the integers ak 
and u k via the equalities 
ot k = card{i: k, <<, k) and u k = card{i: k, = k}, (4.7) 
where "'card" denotes the cardinality. 
The following theorem can now be easily proved by induction. 
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THEOREM 23. Let { ~b I . . . . .  q~r} be a right fundamental system of A and 
{k 1 . . . . .  k r} the corresponding characteristic degrees. Then the vector func- 
tions 
~,  X4~ . . . . .  X k- ~'- 1~, 
where i runs over all indices for which k > k~, form a basis of ~ek. 
COROLLARY 24. The following equalities are valid: 
(1) dim ~¢k = dim ker C k = ~k > k( k - kj); 
(2) E~= l kj = p - q. 
The first assertion is an immediate consequence of Theorem 23. In order 
to prove the second one we note that for sufficiently large k, according to the 
first relation, dim ~¢k = kr - E~= lkj on the one hand and dim ~¢k = q + kr 
- p on the other hand. This implies the second equality. 
Theorem 23 can be translated into vector language. Suppose that the 
vector functions ~b i of the fundamental system have the form 
q q+ki 
~i ~ E XiJ-. Yj q- E 2¢ijt~J-l" (4.8) 
j=l )t--dj j=q+l 
Note that the vectors x~jyj ( j  = 1 . . . . .  q) are the residues of ~b i at dj. 
Taking this into account, Theorem 23 can be formulated as follows. 
COROLLARY 25. Let a right fundamental system of A be given by (4.8), 
and let vectors X i E cq  +rk (k += max{k, 0}) be defined by X i = 
col( ~q + rk + xij)j ~1 . Then a basis of ker C k is given by 
x,, o~(d, Y) X,, . . . ,  /gk(d, Y) k-k'- 1 X,, 
where i runs over all indices satisfying k > k i, and Dk(d, Y)  is defined by 
(2.2) for k > 0 and by Dk(d, Y)  := D(d) for k <~ O. 
Let us explain the definition of a fundamental matrix for two special cases. 
Suppose first that A is such that the Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix C m is 
nonsingular. Then ~¢0 = {0} and dim ~¢1 = r. That means all right character- 
istic degrees equal zero. Furthermore, any basis of 5¢m+ 1 forms a right 
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fundamental system and any matrix built from such a basis is a right 
fundamental matrix. The fundamental matrix introduced in Section 3 corre- 
sponds to a "'canonical" choice of the basis. 
Next we consider case r = 1, i.e. the case of a CV matrix in the sense of 
[8, 20]. In this ease there is only one characteristic degree k 1 = p - q. The 
fundamental matrices are scalar rational function with poles dj ( j  = 1 . . . . .  q) 
and zeros z~ (i = 1 . . . . .  p). Since ¢ must be of order A p-q at infinity, we 
conclude that, up to a multiplicative constant, 
g(a) 
¢P(A) = h( A--'-)' (4.9) 
where 
P q 
g(A) = y I (A -c~)  and h(A) = l - I (A -d j ) .  (4.10) 
i=1 j= l  
We show that the equality (4.9) holds in the general case for • replaced 
by its determinant. For this we associate any fundamental matrix ~ = [~b 1 
. . .  ~b r] with the constant r × r matrix 
. . .  
where (~b) k is defined by (3.5). 
PROPOSITION 26. For any fundamental matrix ~ the matrix E(dp) is 
nonsingular. 
Proof. Suppose that E (~)  is singular and the characteristic degrees are 
in nondecreasing order. Then for certain l and a~ ~ C (i = 1 . . . . .  l) we have 
Eti=lai(~bi)k, = 0 and a t 4= 0 (I ~< r). Define ¢ := Eti= xai/~k'-ki~i" By the 
definition of the spaces ~¢k we have ~b ~.~¢'kz+l\Akz. On the other hand, 
(¢)k, = Et~=x°q(¢~)k, = 0, which implies ~b ~.ack~ by part (2) of Proposition 
20. The contradiction proves that E (~)  is nonsingular. • 
The chain of nested subspaces .a¢ k generates a chain of nested subspaces 
in C r. Define, for integers k, g~ := {(~b) k : ~b ~k}.  Then g'k --- ~k+l --- CL 
Furthermore, we have 
dim gk = ak- (4.11) 
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PROPOSITION 27. Let ~ be a right fundamental matrix for A. Then 
det (1)(A) = cg(A)/h( A), where c is a nonzero constant and g(A) and h(A) 
are defined by (4.10). 
Proof. By definition of (I), the function det (I) has first order poles at d, 
( j  = 1 . . . . .  q) and no other poles. If some of the d 1 coincide, then the 
corresponding vectors yj are linearly independent, since otherwise we would 
get a contradiction to the controllability of the pair (D(d), Y). Hence the 
multiplicity of the pole d) of deg (I) equals the frequency of occurrence of 
one and the same value of dj. That means the denominator f det (I) is in fact 
equal to h(A). Furthermore, det (I) vanishes at the points c i (i = 1 . . . . .  p). 
Since the vectors z i corresponding to one and the same value of c, are 
linearly independent, due to the controllability of (D(c), Z), the order of the 
zero c~ is according to the frequency of occurrence. 
It remains to check that there are no other zeros. In view of Lemma 29, 
det (I) behaves for A ---) ~ like A k with E~= lk~. According to the second part 
of Corollary 24, this is also the behavior of the function g(A)/h(A). This 
leads to the the assertion. • 
We introduce classes ~'k of row vector functions 
p t~ i k 
E c Z ,+EvLp  
i=1  i=1 
where v i ~ C for i ~< p and v i ~ C ~ for i > p, meeting the interpolation 
conditions 
1 . . . . .  q)  
and, in the case that k < 0, 
(~b) ,=0 ( i=  - i  . . . . .  k). 
The following proposition is important for the sequel. 
PaOPOSmON 28. Let qb 1 . . . . .  ~b r be vector functions such that the fol- 
lowing conditions are fulfilled: 
(i) ~b, e,~gt. 
(2) The vectors (dpl)ll, . . . ,  ( dPr)lr form a basis of CL 
(3) E~= 11~ = p - q. 
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Then {qb 1. . . . .  ~b r} a fundamental system of A, and the li are the characteris- 
tic degrees'. 
For the proof we need the following elementary fact. 
LEMMA 29. Let (k 1 . . . . .  k~) and (11 . . . . .  I r)  be nondecreasing sequences 
of integers atisfying ET=~k, = E[=ll~, and let ak and ~k be defined by 
oz k = card(i : k, ~< k) ,  /3 k = card(i : l, ~< k}. 
I f  ~k <~ Ok for all integers k, then k i = l~ fo r  i = 1 . . . . .  r. 
Proof. Putting k = I i, we get k 1 . . . . .  k i <~ li. Since the sum of the k i 
coincides with the sum of the l~, we conclude k~ = 1 i. • 
Proof of Proposition 28. We introduce the subspaces 
=span{hJ~b~:j=0 . . . . .  k - l~-  1;k >ka} and g~ = {(~b)k :q~}.  
Then 5~k ___ ~¢k and ~ c ~k for all k. Hence 
I r a~ := dim g'~ ~< o k . 
Since a~ = card{i :/~ ~< k} and o k is related to the characteristic degrees of 
A via (4.7), we conclude from this inequalities by applying Lemma 29 that 
actually (up to order) k i = l~. This implies J~t'k =~ for all k and the assertion 
of the proposition. • 
The concepts of left fundamental system, left fundamental matrix, and 
left characteristic degrees are defined analogously to their right counterparts. 
In analogy to Remark 19, the vector function q, belongs to ~'k if and only if 
the corresponding column vector of the coefficients belongs to the kernel of 
the matrix CT_k. 
There is a remarkable connection between right and left fundamental 
matrices. 
THEOREM 30. Let ~(h)  be a right fundamental matrix corresponding to 
the data A. Then ~( A)- ~ is a left fundamental matrix corresponding to A. I f  
k~ (i = 1 . . . . .  r) are the right characteristic degrees of A, then -k  i are the 
left characteristic degrees. 
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Pro@ Let A denote the diagonal matr ix  d iag(A  kl, . . . .  /~.kr). Then • = 
qb0A, where q~0 is a rational matrix function which is analytic at infinity and 
has the same pole and zero characteristics a ~. The value at infinity of qb 0 is 
E(qb). Since E(qb) by Proposition 26 is nonsingular, (qb0)-I is also analytic at 
infinity. Hence the rows of ~-1  = A- l~o  1 behave like A -L' for A --* ~. 
We consider the identity qb- 1 (i) ~_. ir" The residue of the left hand side at 
dj equals the sum of all dp- l (d j )ykx~ for all k with d k = dj and must be 
zero. Since the vectors Yk and z k corresponding to one and the same value 
dj are linearly independent, we conclude that • ~(dj)yj = 0. Furthermore, 
in view of z/TCb(c i) = O, z i is a pole vector of q~-~ corresponding to the pole 
c~. In view of Proposition 27, q~-1 has only poles at the points c~ with the 
corresponding multiplicities. Hence • 1 has the form 
(I)- 1 (~)  ~ wizT 
= _ _  +p(x) ,  
i= I  Ci--A 
where w e are certain vectors and P(A) is a matrix polynomial. 
In that way we have shown that the rows ~r of ~-1  have poles at c~ 
with pole vectors z, and satisfy Of(dj )y j  = 0. Since they behave like A-kJ for 
A ~ ~, we conclude that ~r  ~ ~ k • It remains now to apply Proposition 28 
- 1  • - J • to conclude that qb is a left fundamental matnx and -k j  are the left 
characteristic degrees. • 
5. RECURSIONS 
Besides the original data set A = (c, d, Z, Y), c = (c~){ ~, d = (dj)l q, Z = 
col(zr)~ p, Y = col(y r )  q we consider the subsystems 
A(mn) = (c(m), d(n), z(m), y(n)) (m = 1 . . . . .  p, n = 1 . . . . .  q),  
where c (m) = (c~)~', d (") = (dj)[', Z (m) = COl(z/T)?, "y(n) = eol(yj)]'. The CV 
matrices corresponding to the data A ('n) will be denoted by C~ m"). The 
matrices C~ m") are submatrices of C k. Note that the pairs (D(c(")), Z tin)) and 
(D(d(")), Y(")) inherit the controllability property from the pairs (D(c), Z) 
and (D(d), Y). 
The aim of the present section is to construct recursion formulas for the 
right and left fundamental matrices qb ("n) and (q~(m,))-I corresponding to
the data A tin") and the corresponding solutions of the fundamental equations. 
This will lead then to fast algorithms for the inversion of nonsingular CV 
matrices. 
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We introduce a class of  "'elementary" matrix functions defined as follows• 
= ( ~ given nonzero vector, and let s be an index such that Let ~ ~)x be a 
ffs ~ 0. Furthermore, let c ~ C. Then we define 
= , - 
1 
C . . . .  c? ,  x-c  -c? l  . . . .  C 
1 
where ffi ° := ~k/(,.  Note that O( if, c, s) is a linear r × r matrix pencil with 
the sole eigenvalue c, the right eigenvector es, and the left eigenvector ~. 
The inverse of O( ~, c) is a rational matrix function with one simple pole at c 
and is given by 
®( ~, c, s)- I  = D(c, s) 
1 
1 
¢,0 • ;o  .•. C 
1 
where D(c, s) is the diagonal matrix with (2t - c) -1 at the sth position and 
ones elsewhere on the diagonal. First we describe the recursion for m ~ m 
+ 1. In order to simplify the formulation we define what it means for an 
index s to match with the data (z, c). 
DEFINITION 31. Let ¢ be a fundamental matrix for A, and z ~ C ~, 
c ~ C be given such that c is no pole of ¢ .  Furthermore, let ~ = (~) [  be 
the vector defined by ~.T = zT~(c). An index s ~ {1, . . . ,  r} is said to match 
with (z, c) if for all characteristic degrees k~ of A for which k i < k s the 
component ~ vanishes. 
Clearly there is always a matching index if the vector ff is nonzero• In our 
situation z runs over the vectors z i and c over the numbers c i (i = 1 . . . . .  p). 
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Since the vectors corresponding to one and the same value of c i are linearly 
independent, due to the controllability assumption, the vector ~" is always 
nonzero. 
THEOREM 32. Let dP (mR) be a right fundamental matrix for m(mn), and 
let ~T := Zm l~(mn)(Cm+l ). Furthermore, let s be an index matching with 
the data (Zm + X, C~ + 1)" Then a right fundamental matrix for A (m + 1, n) is given 
by 
O (m+l 'n )  = ~)(mn)O(~, Cm+l, S).  (5.1) 
The right characteristic degrees of A(m+l 'n )  are given by 
k(m+l,n) = [ k}mn)' i 4: s, 
i ~k}mn)+ 1, i=s .  
(5.2) 
Proof. Let ¢(m+1,,) be defined by (5.1). Then zTdp(m+l'")(c i) = 0 for 
i = 1 . . . . .  m, and moreover 
T l(I)(m + 1. Zm + n)(Cm+l) = ~To(~,  Cm+l, S)(Cm+I) = O. 
The integers k} m+ 1, n) defined by (5.2) reflect the order of the growth of the 
columns of ¢(m+ 1, ,) at infinity. It remains to apply Proposition 28 to obtain 
that ~('~ + 1, .) is a fundamental matrix for A(m + 1, n) • 
The recursion of Theorem 32 can be written as recursions for the 
columns of cI )(mR) and the rows of (¢(mn))- l .  
COROLLARY 33. let  qb i, ~b~ denote the columns of c} (m") and aP ('n+ l'"), 
respectively, and qff, (Oi r the rows of (~(m. ) ) - I  and (~(m+l , . ) ) - I  (i = 
1 . . . . .  r). Then 
c,~+l)~bi, i = s, 
and 
~bi, i 4 :s ,  
(5.4) -1  r 0 i=s .  
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For the recursion n --* n + 1 we consider the left fundamental matrices 
and get the following analogous theorem. 
THEOREM 34. Let q~(m,) be a left fundamental matrix for A ('~"), and let 
~1 := ~P("~'°(d,+l)y,+ 1. Furthermore, let t be an index matching with the 
data ( y,+ 1, dn+ l) Then a left fundamental matrix for A( ..... +1) is given by 
~( .... +1) = O(r/, d,,+ 1 , t ) r~ ('~"). (5.5) 
The right characteristic degrees of A( .... + 1) are given by 
k} .. . .  +1) = [ i t, (5.6) 
1, i=t .  
The recursion in Theorem 34 can also be formulated in terms of the 
vector functions (~(i ran) and ~Oi(mn). Since the formulas are completely analo- 
gous to (5.3) and (5.4), we refrain from presenting them explicitly. 
The recursions of Theorems 32 and 34 provide an algorithm for comput- 
ing simultaneously a right and a left fundamental matrix for a given data set 
A. The computation could be started with the fundamental matrices of an 
empty data set, which are reasonably defined by 
~(oo)  = xit(oo) = I~.  
For the organization of the computations one has still to decide which 
parameters to store in order preserve the full information about the funda- 
mental matrices. We discuss everal possibilities. 
5.1 
It seems most natural to work with the coefficient vectors corresponding 
to the partial fraction decompositions of the vector functions of the funda- 
mental systems, since these vectors have finally to be computed in order to 
construct he inverse matrix. For this purpose we have to translate the 
recursions (5.3) and (5.4) into recursions for the corresponding coefficient 
vectors. In case that all characteristic degrees vanish, i.e. in the case of a 
strongly nonsingular generalized Cauchy matrix, the corresponding formulas 
are quite simple (see [15]). They become more complicated in the general 
case .  
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Suppose that the columns of • (''") are given by 
x ij r+ k~+ 
~'( ~) : -  ~' -d~ + E 
j=l A j=r+ l 
Xi jM - r -1  (5.7)  
and the rows of (O(m')) -I by 
~liT( t~) = tlk -- Cj E wT I~ j - r - I '  
j=l  j=r+l  
(5.8) 
where k ÷:= max{k,0} and k- := max{-k, 0}, and let the columns of ~(m,) 
and the rows of (O(mn))-I be given in an analogous form. 
We define D k by 
f D( d(")), k <<, O, 
Dk = ~ Dk( d("), Y(")), k > O, 
where Dk(d, Y )  is defined by (2.2). 
THEOREM 35. The coefficient vectors x, = (x~j)~?=l in the representation 
(5.7) and fulfill the following recursion for m ~ m + 1 
x i - ~i°x~, i ~ s, 
~ = (5.9)  
~(Dk,+l--Cm+lI)x'~, i=s ,  
where 
i 
and ~i ° are as in Theorem 32. 
The coefficients wij in the representation (5.8) satisfy the relations wij = 
wij for i # s and 
- = / (em÷l  - ~)*, 
Wsj 
[E)=,,,,j( m+l e~) t + r-j~m~+,°'j~,.+l , m e -- r -k -  T j -m-1  
(5 .1o)  
j=m+l ,  
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where 
(Oj = ~ ~i°w~i 
i=1 
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and, for t ~ C, tt means 1/t  if t 4:0 and O* :=0. The components 
Win+ 1, Win+2 . . . .  are given by the recursion 
Wk = (Ok -~- Cm+lWk+l" 
Analogous formulas hold for the recursion  ---, n + 1. 
(5.11) 
5.2 
A second possibility is compute the coefficient vectors of the matrix 
polynomials 
n(ran)(l~) := h(n)( A)d~(m")( A) and G(mn)( ~) := g(m)( ~t)~t(mn)( ~), 
where 
h¢"'(A) = f i  (A - dj), 
j= l  
g(m)( ~t) = f i  ( t~ -- Ci), 
i=1 
The corresponding formulas are simpler, but they contain more redundance. 
Suppose that H(m")(A) = ~,kH(kmn)A k and O(~, c,,+l, s) = ®0 + AOi (01 = 
e~ e T). Then 
Ll(mn)l~ "'ktJ(m+l'n) = Hk(mn)O0 + X'k-1 ~1 
and a similar recursion holds for the coefficients of G (rnn). In order to get the 
solution of the fundamental equation from H = H (pq) one has to compute 
the polynomial parts of the entries of (1/h)H and the residues at the points 
dj 
5.3 
A third idea is to work with irreducible matrix fraction descriptions 
(MFD) of the matrix functions (I)(m"). 3The advantage of this approach is that 
3 Concerning MFD and related concepts ee for example [21]. 
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one has less redundance. Suppose that 
f~(mn) = (~(mn)) -lff(mn) = p(ran)(Q(mn)) -1 
are a left and a right irreducible MFD of ¢I ~(mn) with column reduced 
denominators. From Theorems 32 and 34 we get immediately recursions 
m ~ m + 1 for the ff's and n ~ n + 1 for the Q's. The other formulas, 
however, are much more complicated. Therefore it seems that this idea does 
not work. 
However, one can avoid these difficulties if one computes first P := qb(P°), 
which is a column reduced matrix polynomial. For this one has only recur- 
sions m ~ m + 1, and the corresponding formulas are very simple. After 
that one has to compute the vectors ~j := P(dj)yj. With analogous recursion 
n ~ n + 1 one can construct now a column reduced matrix polynomial Q 
satisfying p(d))~t j = 0. Then • = ep -1 will be a fundamental matrix for A. 
It remains now to find the decomposition of • into elementary fractions, 
q u;x 7 ® = E + x+. 
j=l 
The matrix polynomial X+ is obtained by partial division, and xj is given by 
1 
x)zf h,(dj) P(dj)Q#(dj), 
where h is defined by (4.10) and Q# is the matrix of adjoints. Of course, the 
application of this formula is only reasonable for small r. For larger r one 
may compute the xj by solving the homogeneous equations xy[~(dj)] -a = 0. 
5.4 
In all version discussed so far one has to compute in each step the vector 
~" via a long inner product calculation. This is a bottleneck in parallel 
computing. Therefore it is resonable to precompute these vectors in each 
step. This leads to Schur-type algorithms. We define 
(z}mn))T = ZTf~j(mn)(ci) , y)mn) = ( f~(mn) ) - l (d j )y j  (5.12) 
(i = 1, . . . ,  p, j = 1, . . . ,  q). Then : r= -~m+l,("("")V, and the following is a 
consequence of theorem 32 and 34. 
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THEOREM 36. For the vectors defined by (5.12) the recursions 
( _¢m+,  = = 
hold (i = 1 , . . . ,  p, j = 1, . . . ,  q), where 0 = ~)(¢(mn)~m+ 1, ~m+l,  S) and s is an 
index matching with (Zm+ 1, Cm+ 1)" 
5.5 
The formulas in Theorem 35 contain some more bottlenecks for parallel 
computation. There are some possibilities to overcome them. One of these 
possibilities is to store values of the matrix functions ~ '~)  instead of the 
vectors x} m"). Convenient choices for these points c i, dj, and unit roots. Let 
us discuss the first version. 
We define F~ Cm") :=  (~)(mn)(ci) , G~ ran) :=  (dP(mn)(dj))-l. Then 
z ( m n )  = ~T l~(mn) , , (mn)  = C~r~+n~ym m+l  ~m+l~m+l  , ~m+l  +1 
and 
Knowing finally Fi (pq) and G (pq) ,  one has to solve scalar interpolation 
problems (see [19]). 
5.6 
The solution of the scalar interpolation problems could be cumbersome. 
Therefore a better choice seems to be to compute the values of the 
fundamental matrices at unit roots, since in this case FFT can be applied. 
Let e k (k = 1 . . . . .  N)  be the complex unit roots of order N >>. q + rk +. 
We assume that none of the d~ is such a unit root (otherwise the choice of 
J 
the e k has slightly to be modified, e.g. by a rotation). Define c~(km"):= 
CI)(mn~(Ek). Then Theorem 32 provides a simple recursion for the C~(kmn~. In
that way one obtains the values c~ k of a fundamental matrix ~ at the unit 
roots. Next one can determine the matrix polynomial H := h~ by inverse 
discrete Fourier transformation from its values H k = h(ek)~ k at the unit 
roots. Finally one can find the solution X of the fundamental equation via 
elementary fraction decomposition of (1/h)H.  
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6. A MORE GENERAL CLASS OF CV MATRICES AND 
MOORE-PENROSE INVERSION 
73 
In this section we introduce a more general class of Cauchy-Vander- 
monde matrices. Let A = (c, d, Z,Y)  as above. For an r-tuple ~ = (~i)~ of 
nonnegative integers, we define 
r 
vo(c,z) = row(Vo,(c, Z,)) , ,  
where Z i denotes the ith column of Z, and V~ (c~, Z i) is defined Section 1. If 
a = (~ i ) [  is an r-tuple of integers and 
r r 
a+:= (max(oti ,0)) l ,  a_: = ( - -min(ot , ,0)) l ,  (6.1) 
then we define 
c(a) v~+(c, z)]  
c = c(a, ~) = vo_(c,,r)r 0 (6.2) 
Matrices of the form (6.2) will also be called CV matrices. For a = (k . . . . .  k) 
the matrix C(A, a)  goes over into Ck(A) after rearranging columns and rows. 
Therefore, the matrices (1.2) can actually be regarded as a special case of 
matrices (6.2). CV matrices of the form (6.2) appear, for example, in 
connection with the Moore-Penrose inversion of generalized Cauchy matri- 
ces, in particular of Loewner matrices. Let us explain this briefly. 
First recall that the Moore-Penrose (MPI) A t of a matrix A is (uniquely) 
defined by the four equations 
(1) AA*A = A, 
(2) A*AA t = A t, 
(3) (AtA) * = A'A, 
(4) (Ant)* = An*. 
The MPI can be computed by extension with the help of the following fact. 
LEMMA 37. Let A be a matrix, U a matrix the columns of which form a 
basis of the kernel of A, and V a matrix the columns of which form a basis of 
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the kernel of A*. Then 
s=[ A 
is nonsingular, and A- 1 has the form 
Suppose that C is a generalized Cauchy matrix of the form (1.1), and let 
k i be the characteristic degrees of A. According to Corollary 25, the columns 
of the matrix V~_(d, X), where a = ( -min(k  i, 0))[ form a basis of ker C. 
Analogously, the columns of V~+(~, W), where a+= (max(k i, 0))[ and the 
bar denotes complex conjugation, form a basis of ker C*. 
We assume that the numbers c~ and dj are real. Then the matrix 
[ ] c 
vo_(d , f )  o 
is the CV matrix C(c,d,Z,Y,&)  for Z= [Z;W], Y=[YX' ] ,  and &= 
(0 . . . . .  O, k 1 . . . . .  kr). 
In order to determine the Moore-Penrose inverse of a generalized Cauchy 
matrix C it remains to find the inverse in the usual sense for a CV matrix. A 
similar construction can be carried out if the numbers c i and dj have 
absolute value one. In particular, we obtain the following assertion, which is 
proved in [17] with other methods. 
THEOREM 38. Let C be a generalized Cauchy matrix of the form (1.1), 
where the numbers c~ and dj are real or have absolute value one. Then the 
Moore-Penrose inverse of C has the form 
[ ~Tt~ "I q P 
C*=- /  xiwj I 
[ d, - cj j,= j=l 
where xi, tbj ~ C 2r. 
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We show shortly that all results on CV matrices proved above can straight 
forwardly generalized to CV matrices in the generalized sense. First we note 
that these matrices also fulfill a Sylvester equation with a rank r right hand 
side, which is the key for inversion formulas. 
Let S k denote the forward shift in C k, and let, for an r-tuple of 
nonnegative integers oz = (oq)[, S,, be defined by S~ :=  diag(Sa l ,  . . . .  Sat). 
Furthermore, let E + denote the first and E + the last vector of the canonical 
basis in C k, and let E~ be defined by E~ := diag(E~ . . . . .  E~). We define 
[ D(d) 0 ] 
D~(d,Y) := [E•y r S~]" 
Taking Propositions 3, 4, and 5 together, we obtain the following. 
PROPOSITION 39. Let C be given by (6.2). Then 
D~_(c,Z)C_CD~+(d,y)  = [Z~Y_ T l-l+]0 ' (6.3) 
where Z o, Yo are the matrices consisting of those columns of Z and Y, 
respectively, for which a i = O, and 
a+= row(D(c)~'Z,)~,>o, a= row(D(d)-~'Y,)~,<o . 
In particular, 
rank[D~_(c,Z)C - CD~+(d,Y)] <~ r. 
With the help of this proposition it is now easy to find a formula for the 
inverse of a CV matrix, involving solutions of special equations, which 
generalizes the formula in Theorem 7. 
Finally we give an interpolational interpretation of the equation 
C£ = r/ (6.4) 
for a matrix C given by (6.2). For this we introduce the vector function 
q 
f (A)  = (f~(a))~ = E ZdjYj + to(a), 
j=l h 
where to(A) = (to,(A))[, toi(A) = E~?=,~¢,+kA -l, and /3?:= q + Y~):~af. 
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PROPOSITION 40. The vector ~ is a solution of (6.4) /f  and only if the 
vector function f (A)  satisfies the interpolation conditions 
= , ,  = 
where i = 1 . . . . .  p, k = 1 . . . . .  o~j-, and ~7 := P + ~l-xl°tt-" 
In particular, the solutions of the fundamental equations which emerge 
from (6.3) can be interpreted as solution of a certain homogeneous interpola- 
tion problem. This leads to the concepts of fundamental matrices for nonsin- 
gular CV matrices. In order to define fundamental matrices for arbitrary 
C(A, a) we consider the family 
ck -= C(A, a + kU,  
where 1 := (1 . . . . .  1), and study the spaces ~'k corresponding to the interpo- 
lational interpretation of the equations C k x = 0. Now the results of Sections 
4 and 5 can be generalized in an obvious way. 
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